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Japan arson 
suspect bore 
grudge - police
July 20, 2019

As Japan mourns the 33 victims of 
the country's worst mass killing in 
two decades, police say the suspect 

torched the animation studio in Kyoto because he believed it had plagiarized his novel.

1. Flowers and prayers                                                                                                                               
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

2. Thirty-three people died                                                                                                                       
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　 

3-1. On Friday, police identified the man                                                                                  
3-2. as Shinji Aoba,                                                                                                                                  
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　 

4-1. Media say the 41-year-old male suspect shouted “Die"                                                                      
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　 
4-2. acting because he believed                                                                                                                 

5. NHK said he had served time in prison                                                                                                  

6. And lived in facilities for former convict                                                                                                                            

7. Adding that he had also received                                                                                                          
 
8. Media said Aoba has burns to the face and legs                                                                                  
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　 

9. Kyoto Animation makes series,                                                                                                             

10. Its headquarters is now a charred crime scene,                                                                                             
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　 

23-YEAR-OLD UNIVERSITY STUDENT AND KYOTO ANIMATION FAN, SHINTARO IDA, 
SAYING:
"Kyoto Animation really cares about its anime fans.  I don't understand why workers at the studio 
have to go through this. This is unforgivable.”

11. Residents of the quiet neighborhood                                                                                                 
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(SOUNDBITE) (Japanese) WITNESS, KOZO TSUJI, 72, SAYING:
"I am sure we will start seeing pictures of those who died, and I think I will recognize some of 
them.  It is so unfortunate that people who are so much younger than myself have died.”

12-1. Nineteen of the 33 victims were found on a staircase                                                                            
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　 

12-2. Kyodo News said,                                                                                                                                    

13. Firefighters said the door to the roof was shut,                                                                                   
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　 

14. Media said the police investigation was covering                                                                                    
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　 

[Vocabulary]
◻mourn: to feel extremely sad because someone has died, and to express this in public
・We are mourning the loss of our close friend.

・Many came to mourn their friend.

◻arson: the illegal use of fire to destroy a house, building, or property
◻arson attack: an attack when property is set fire to
・They vented their anger by carrying out arson attacks.

◻identify: to recognize as being; establish the identity of someone or something
・The investigators worked quickly to identify the body.

・Please show us something to identify yourself.

◻suspect someone of something: to consider or believe that someone or something is guilty of 
some crime or wrongdoing but lacking evidence to prove it. 
・I began to suspect him of having an affair when he started leaving the house at odd hours and 

was evasive when I asked him where he was going.
◻torch: to set fire to something
・The shops had been looted and torched.

◻douse:  to cover something or someone with a liquid, especially water or fuel
・The books were doused in gasoline and set ablaze.

◻petrol: gasoline
・I'm a bit low on (＝ I don't have much) petrol.

◻plagiarize: to take someone else’s work, ideas, or words, and use them as if they were your own  
・He was fined $6,000 for having plagiarized the song.

◻serve time: to spend (a period) in office, in an apprenticeship, or in prison
・He is serving a ten-year jail sentence.

◻convict: someone who is in prison because they have committed a crime
◻care: the work of caring for or attending to someone or something; the activity, skill, or 
profession of looking after someone who needs help or protection
・No medical care was required.

・The unit provides specialist medical care for premature babies.
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◻mental illness: any disease of the mind; the psychological state of someone who has emotional 
or behavioral problems serious enough to require psychiatric intervention  
◻detain: to keep someone in a police station or prison and not allow them to leave
・A 29-year-old man was detained for questioning.

◻headquarters: the place where a company or organization has its main offices
・The president decided to move the headquarters of his company from Tokyo to Hong Kong.

◻char: it is burned until its outer surface becomes black
・The inside of the barrel is charred over a fire.

◻charred: black and burned
◻crime scene: the place where a crime happened
・The police found my wallet at the crime scene.

◻scour for: to search thoroughly inside of or all around some place or thing for someone or 
something 
・She is scoring for bargains. 

・I've been scouring the internet for information about this strange new app my kids are using.

◻clue: an object or fact that someone discovers that helps them solve a crime or mystery
・The police searched for clues all over the crime scene.

・I don't have a clue as to how that guy's going to turn out.

◻care about: to have a strong feeling of love or affection for someone or something; to cherish 
someone or something
・There is nothing I care about more than my children.

◻go through: to endure something unpleasant or difficult.
・Love is like the measles; we all have to go through it. 

・I know what you went through. I went through the exact same thing. 

◻devastated: feeling very shocked and upset
・I'd be devastated if something happens to you.

◻staircase: a set of stairs in a building, including the banister that you hold onto when you go up 
or down
・At the top of the staircase was a huge stuffed dog with an engagement ring on its collar.

◻lead up to: to serve as a route directly to a particular thing or place
・This gravel path leads up to our grandfather's cabin.

◻cite: to mention something as an example, explanation, or proof of something else
・Bates pulled out of the competition, citing personal reasons.

◻authorities: the organization that is the governing authority of a political unit
・Health authorities issued a worldwide alert.

◻cover: if a law, rule, or contract covers a particular situation, type of person, etc., it includes or 
deals with that situation or person 
・The survey covered students from the fourth grade up.
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